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 This is the sound movie of Hollywood. you can watch this movie with HD streaming free on this site. watch and download this movie streaming. This is the best movie of Disney and Watch trailers with HD streaming free on Clips. Enjoy! You have probably seen images of these robots before. It has a little head, moves up and down, and is capable of some pretty awesome stunts. It is the Endoskeleton
from the movie “Robot & Frank”. What is it? It’s a thing… that can move. It is controlled by a cord running through it’s head. It can climb over things and perform impressive feats. It is capable of being very helpful or very dangerous. Who invented it? Robert Frank designed and built this robot while studying with Joaquin Sorolla in Spain. How old is it? He worked on this robot in 1939 and the first

moving picture using it was in 1941. What is it used for? Its primarily used as a stunt robot. It is the perfect stunt tool. You can use this robot for a wide variety of effects including time lapse movies, stop motion, camera movement and dolly shots. Can it be made to do other things? Yes! There are many ways you can customize this robot. You can make it climb, jump, climb down stairs, move
backwards or forward, fall over, rotate, pivot, and many other things. It’s up to you. Did You Know? You can get a kit to build this robot. 2) Terminator What is it? It’s a Terminator from the movie “Terminator 2: Judgment Day”. How old is it? It’s a completely different robot from the one from the first movie. It is called a T-800. What is it used for? What is it used for? It’s a killing machine. Its main

purpose is to kill. It has some fairly sophisticated weaponry and can jump high into the air. Can it be made to do other things? Yes. It’s actually a pretty big robot and is able to lift some pretty big weights. It has a capacity of a ton or two. Its arms are highly articulated. It’s very strong and can perform a wide variety of tasks. Did You Know? Its’s likely that some of the machines in the Terminator
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